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INTRODUCING
DIALOG CLEANPIPE

NetScout Arbor DDoS Protection Sightline with TMS is a cutting-

edge cyber defense technology that fortifies your digital

infrastructure against evolving cyber threats. This

comprehensive solution, combining Arbor Sightline's advanced

traffic visibility with the Threat Mitigation System's efficiency,

ensures multi-layered protection. Real-time detection and

mitigation, coupled with efficient traffic distribution and load

balancing, guarantee uninterrupted service availability.

Engineered for scalability and customization, enterprises can

tailor DDoS protection strategies to their unique needs. In

collaboration with Millennium IT ESP, our solution integrator, we

bring a mature, adaptive, and resilient shield to the enterprise

market. Embrace a fortified digital presence with NetScout

Arbor DDoS Protection Sightline and TMS Services - where

protection meets innovation.

The expertise from Millennium IT ESP has been instrumental in

enhancing the maturity and effectiveness of our CleanPipe

technology, showcasing a remarkable instance of integration

excellence. This partnership underscores the power of

collaborative innovation, ensuring that our solution not only

adapts but also remains resilient against the ever-evolving

landscape of cyber threats. Through this synergy, we are

committed to delivering innovative security solutions that are

designed to meet the challenges of today and tomorrow.

PARTNERSHIP WITH MILLENNIUM IT ESP

ABOUT DIALOG CLEANPIPE
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KEY FEATURES
MULTI-LAYERED DEFENSE

ADVANCED TRAFFIC VISIBILITY

Real-time detection and mitigation of DDoS threats for uninterrupted
service availability.
Dialog CleanPipe ensures a clean network pipe, free from malicious
traffic.

Dialog Internet

Sightline with TMS
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Netscout Arbor Sightline provides unparalleled insights into network
traffic patterns, enabling proactive threat detection.
CleanPipe technology ensures a secure and filtered flow, enhancing
overall network security.

EFFICIENT THREAT MITIGATION SYSTEM (TMS)
Arbor TMS swiftly identifies and neutralizes DDoS attacks, malware, and
other threats, safeguarding network integrity.
Equips security teams with detailed intelligence and customizable
reports for informed decision-making and compliance adherence.

SCALABILITY AND CUSTOMIZATION
Easily scalable to accommodate growing network demands.
Customizable policies empower enterprises to tailor DDoS protection
and CleanPipe strategies to unique requirements.

Dialog CleanPipe Solution Architecture Diagram
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DIALOG CLEANPIPE
Embrace innovation with Dialog CleanPipe –
where Dialog CleanPipe technology meets
advanced DDoS protection, ensuring a
fortified and secure digital future of your
organization.

CONTACT US 

KEY BENEFITS
UNINTERRUPTED BUSINESS OPERATIONS

COST-EFFICIENT SECURITY

Dialog CleanPipe guarantees 24/7 availability of critical services by
mitigating DDoS attacks and maintaining a secure network pipe.

Protect against DDoS threats and maintain a clean network pipe
without significant infrastructure investments, minimizing potential
revenue losses.

ENHANCED NETWORK VISIBILITY
Real-time insights into network traffic patterns provide proactive threat
management.
CleanPipe ensures a secure and filtered network, enhancing overall
network visibility.

SCALABLE AND CUSTOMIZABLE
Easily scale your network infrastructure with confidence.
Tailor security policies and CleanPipe configurations to address unique
enterprise requirements.

Contact us to secure your digital presence with Dialog CleanPipe.
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